
Subject: Wall Papers
Posted by Vitaminous on Tue, 09 Mar 2004 21:16:41 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

da_shizAprime, instead of being ruthless and putting down everyone around you, maybe you
could use some constructive criticism. Hmm...maybe you don't have the ability to give constructive
criticism.

Here are a couple of links that can help: 
http://muse.widener.edu/~egr0001/REDoctoral/Criticism.html
http://www.ivysea.com/pages/ct0801_1.html

Aprime, I bet the only reason why you flame others is to make up for other..."short comings." It
makes it really easy to flame others online, but try doing that to me in real life. If you dared to talk
shit like that to me to my face, you would be knocked out in an instant. I guarantee you that. I don't
put up with little pussies going around and acting all big and bad because they feel that they can.

I am sick and tired of all of the flaming. Whether it be someone flaming ACK and him returning the
favor, or starting up topics just to flame someone else for something that they did. We're a
community and we're supposed to help each other out, not tear them apart to where we appear to
be "superior" to the person that we attacked.

Lol, that's exactly what I did.

I criticised your work, but 3/4 of it is stolen, why should I be more constructive? I have nothing else
to say, since it's not even your work.

I said what I thought, you're not here to teach me how to criticise work or people.

I haven't seen any "flaming" in this topic yet.
I'll give you some good examples of "flaming".

1."MOGM UR AL OMOSECKSULAS!!11 FUCK U AL I H8 U BIATCHES OGM OGM OMG FUK
OF U STUNK CUZ UU DIDN DO WUT I ASKUED U TO DOAZ OMG, DIS MODAFICUTION
STINKZ KUZ ITS NOT AL IN PIUNK!!!11 U AL SUX"
2. 

cowmisfitI didnt steal shit aprime, and enless you have good proof that demin stole anything keep
you opinions to yourself. I hate it when someone tells me i didnt make something that i did after
hard work, i dont think they do either.

On another note i uploaded some more art...
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Suuuure, you sooooo made that render[the one in your signature], that game picture, and that
solar system.

No, you just took the pictures and put text on it, at least you could be honest about that.
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